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LGT Impact Fellows are mid-level business professionals looking for a meaningful 
career. During a 12-month full-time engagement they support portfolio organizations 
and companies of LGT Venture Philanthropy and Lightrock on their growth path. We 
are excited to announce that 13 exceptional talents are kicking off their LGT Impact 
Fellowships and their profiles are presented in this document.
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Nationality:
German

Number of years of work experience :
5 years

Contact:
▪ Email: charlottedryander@protonmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Charlotte Dryander

I found out about the program through…
A friend

My Fellowship role:
Fundraising Manager

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: City Eye Hospital, Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

City Eye Hospital is a social venture that provides quality and affordable eye care to people living
in East Africa. City Eye Hospital’s primary mandate is to provide affordable and accessible eye
care. Accessible on both fronts of location and price. In addition, City Eye Hospital runs a
Community Outreach Programme, which provides free examination and treatment to patients
in rural areas in Kenya, who do not have access to eye care in their communities. Since the
beginning of the initiative, more than 60,000 people have been examined.

Charlotte 
Dryander

My background:

I have an MSc. in Economics and Business and a BSc. in Technology and Management and 

worked in consulting for several years. After three years in management consulting, I moved to 

an artificial intelligence service provider two years ago, where I work at the interface between 

project and product management. 

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…

I am eager to support one of LGT VP organizations on its impactful and purpose-driven mission 

and to apply my knowledge and experience. LGT VP provides the framework to become part of a 

larger mission and network of individuals who share the same values - with a desire to 

contribute and transfer knowledge to initiatives that have a sustainable and socially beneficial 

impact. More than that, the engagement provides an opportunity for personal growth, 

awareness, and valuable experience abroad and in a country facing very different challenges.

In my Fellowship role I will…

… be leading and developing the Fundraising function for the Community Outreach Programme, 

which is fully funded through donations. 

I am very excited about…

▪ Contributing to CEH mission, expanding the outreach program, and helping people who are
blind and therefore in need of care

▪ Joining a dynamic team of inspiring people and a Company with a strong purpose
▪ Exploring Nairobi and the whole of East Africa

1
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http://www.linkedin.com/in/charlotte-dryander
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Nationality:
Malawian

Number of years of work experience :
6 years

Contact:
▪ Email: chimz.m@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Chimwemwe Mlombwa

I found out about the program through…
I learned about the fellowship during my search for a
new challenge in my career and came across a website
where I saw this opening posted.

My Fellowship role:
Digital Marketing Officer

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Basecamp Explorer Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

To lead in social and environmental impact, using profitable tourism as the commercial
instrument.

Chimwemwe 
Mlombwa

My background:

I am Communications Specialist by profession and Human Rights Activist with a particular 

interest in Body Politics and Bodily Autonomy; she uses her talent and privilege to highlight and 

combat issues the reality of young women in rural Malawi through story telling and art 

advocacy. Over the past 6 years Chimwemwe has worked both in the public and private sector 

including the United Nations Development Program and the Malawi Government.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…

As the founder of a social enterprise in the tourism industry in Malawi I joined this fellowship in 

order to learn how to preserve cultural heritage but also to promote Malawi not only as a tourist 

destination but ensure that I am able to economically empower the young single mothers that I 

work with in Malawi, I am excited to learn new things and also contribute to the development 

and sustainability of tourism in Africa. 

In my Fellowship role I will…

I will be working with the Marketing team to develop and implement a Digital Marketing 

strategy that will enhance Base Camp Explorer Kenya’s online presence and curate content that 

is compelling, tells a story and shares the impact that BCEK is making through tourism and 

community partnerships. 

I am very excited about…

Experiencing and learning a new culture, language and knowledge. I am looking forward to using
my skills and interests which are travel blogging to share with the rest of the world one of the
wonders of the world!
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/chimwemwe-mlombwa-91a9a1167/
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Nationality:
USA

Number of years of work experience :
8 years

Contact:
▪ Email: daniel_diaz@berkeley.edu; 

daniel.diaz@lgtvp.com
▪ LinkedIn: Daniel Diaz

I found out about the program through…
Berkeley Haas Career Management Group

My Fellowship role:

LGT VP Associate Fellow

Supporting LGT Venture Philanthropy’s conservation
portfolio with (i) due diligence for potential
investments and (ii) strategic guidance for the existing
portfolio

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: LGT Venture Philanthropy, Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

LGT Venture Philanthropy is an independent charitable foundation that supports organizations
and companies operating mainly in developing countries, who implement solutions that
contribute directly to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
LGT Venture Philanthropy's mission is to improve the quality of life of disadvantaged people,
contribute to healthy ecosystems and build resilient, inclusive and prosperous communities.

Daniel Diaz

My background:
▪ Earned an MBA from Berkeley Haas; background in economics and finance
▪ Worked as an AmeriCorps member supporting college preparation for students in low-

income communities across Los Angeles
▪ Worked in the private sector supporting strategy development with Bain & Company
▪ Worked in the NGO space with TechnoServe, leading program design and feasibility studies

centered on smallholder farming across Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and India
▪ Most recently, have been leading the project finance and capital raise effort for a potential

groundwater public-private partnership with the Government of Uganda

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
▪ I am passionate about global equity and the economic empowerment of disadvantaged

peoples
▪ I have wide experience across economic development, namely in natural resources like

water and agriculture. I would like to marry this with a deeper understanding of the
environmental impacts of economic growth and how conservations efforts can mitigate this

▪ I am also seeking to better understand grants as a financial instrument and their potential to
catalyze increased commercial investment in developing countries

In my Fellowship role I will…
▪ I will primarily support LGT VP’s conservation portfolio with due diligence and strategic

initiatives

I am very excited about…
▪ Working alongside the management of portfolio organizations
▪ Visiting the Masai Mara; hopefully in time for peak wildebeest migration
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-diaz-2020/
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Nationality:
USA

Number of years of work experience :
6 years

Contact:
▪ Email: daniel.c.grossman@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Daniel Grossman

I found out about the program through…
The Global Impact Investing Network

My Fellowship role:
Business Manager, Impact Investment

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: mothers2mothers (m2m), South Africa

Organization’s mission: 

m2m’s mission is to end HIV/AIDS, create health for all, and advance gender equality
through economic empowerment.

Dan Grossman

My background:
After growing up in the Washington, D.C. area, I studied mathematics and economics at the
University of Michigan. I have lived in New York ever since, where I began my career in mergers
& acquisitions and financial restructuring at Moelis & Company, a global investment bank.
Afterward, I worked at the U.S. financial institution Capital One in an internal consulting
capacity, helping business leaders identify opportunities for growth and improve operations.
Following an opportunity to travel extensively, both internationally and domestically, I helped
the consumer fintech startup ValueChampion launch a new business segment for India. I enjoy
volunteering in my local community, where I have made contributions to organizations focused
on social services, education, environmental protection, and politics.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
… I want to use my financial and business skills to contribute to an organization making a strong, 
social impact on the world. The Fellowship presented itself as a unique opportunity to support 
the work of one of LGT’s many incredible portfolio organizations, immerse myself in a new 
environment, and pursue a career path focused on impact.

In my Fellowship role I will…
… help expand mothers2mothers’ new impact investment initiative and its exposure to the 
broader market.

I am very excited about…
… supporting an amazing organization doing vital work in public health while contributing to the 
growth of the impact investment space. I am equally excited to work with thoughtful, mission-
driven colleagues and immerse myself in a new geographical area and its culture!
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-grossman/
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Nationality:
Kenyan

Number of years of work experience :
8 years

Contact:
▪ Email: egachohi@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Gachohi Wangari

I found out about the program through…
Job boards

My Fellowship role:
Conservation Fellow

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Ahueni, Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

Ahueni intends to leverage carbon credits as an opportunity for the Masai Mara ecosystem to
develop another source of income to ease the dependence on tourism alone as well as an
opportunity to fund the restoration of degraded land.
The project is a collaboration of five international companies to form Ahueni, a Swiss/Kenyan
not-for-profit company to develop the carbon credit program together with local
landowner associations.

Gachohi Wangari

My background:
I have been working as an impact investing analyst at AWF and Okavango Capital Partners, a
conservation-lens investor that helps commercial businesses realize their potential for
disrupting environmental degradation while expanding economic opportunity for investors and
rural communities, as a Financial Analyst with the Gatsby Africa for two years and prior to that
as a corporate finance analyst with PKF Eastern Africa for three and a half years.
I hold a Bachelor of Economics and Statistics from University of Nairobi, a graduate diploma in
finance from the University of London and I am Certified Public Accountant (C.P.A - K).

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
LGT shares in my belief that economic returns go hand-in-hand with positive social and
environmental results. It develops and advises impact investment funds that focus on small
business development, energy and resource efficiency, conservation of biodiversity, and climate
action. This will give me an opportunity to work on an exciting project that seeks to protect
biodiversity and landscapes by creating sustainable livelihoods for the local community.

In my Fellowship role I will…
leverage my extensive experience in the conservation  impact investments field and sector 
transformation space to create livelihoods for the rural poor who in the Maasai Mara ecosystem 
who are disproportionately reliant on nature’s resources for their livelihoods and particularly ill-
equipped to absorb any shocks to ecosystems’ life-sustaining services.

I am very excited about…
Working with local communities who are the stewards of the landscape through their land 
holdings to ensure that they benefit from carbon finance as well as helping in the fight against 
biodiversity loss and climate change.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/elijah-wangari-63b6aa64/
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Nationality:
Kenyan

Number of years of work experience :
7 years

Contact:
▪ Email: jokumu56@yahoo.com
▪ LinkedIn: Joshua Wafula

I found out about the program through
LinkedIn

My Fellowship role:
Carbon Fellow

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Maasai Mara Wildlife Conservation  Association (MMWCA), Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

To conserve the greater Maasai Mara ecosystem, through a network of protected areas, for the 
prosperity of all – biodiversity and wildlife, the local population, and recreation and tourism for 
the nation of Kenya.

Joshua Wafula

My background:
Decision Analyst

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
of the adverse effects of COVID 19 on communities that depend on tourism as the main source 
of income. Establishing alternative revenue streams can help mitigate the effects of COVID 19 
on the rural poor.

In my Fellowship role I will…
help design the measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) protocol for sequestered carbon 
(above and below ground) to be certified under the Verra standards

I am very excited about…
being part of the team that will see the carbon revenue streams come to fruition

6
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/joshua-wafula-739b9583/
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Nationality:
Liechtenstein

Number of years of work experience :
5 years

Contact:
▪ Email: mi.liechtenstein@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Maria-Immaculata Liechtenstein

I found out about the program through…
Hearsay

My Fellowship role:
LGT VP Associate Fellow

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: LGT Venture Philanthropy, Kenya

Organization’s mission: 

LGT VP Africa’s aim is to advance the development and growth of various social organisations by
supporting them with custom-fit solutions and lend support in a wide array of areas: i.e. growth
capital, business skills, management know-how and strategic advice. LGT VP aims at providing
sustainable solutions for the development of the quality of life of disadvantaged people,
creating and improving healthy ecosystems, and building resilient and inclusive communities.

Maria-
Immaculata 
Liechtenstein

My background:
I was a management consultant for Accenture with widespread experience in process and
business analysis as well as conceptional and strategic planning within the public sector industry
and more specifically for IT and digitalisation projects. I have experience in project management
and design thinking methodologies. My experience cuts across designing, programming,
managing and implementing various projects while communicating with stakeholders from
diverse backgrounds. Before joining Accenture I was a Policy Adviser or the Permanent Mission
of Liechtenstein to the United Nations in New York, where I advanced Liechtenstein’s interests
over various topics, such as The Oceans Conference, Security Council Monitoring, Human Rights
issues, ECOSOC, the Nuclear Weapons Ban Treaty etc.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
… I am looking to combine my previous experience in the international sector as well as my
studies (international relations and diplomacy) with my experience in the private sector in order
to facilitate my transition back to the international arena, as I aim to continue working in
international development.

In my Fellowship role I will…
… support the LGT VP’s Africa team in stakeholder management, strategic communication,
operations and value creation in the areas of conservation and environment for and with
various portfolio companies.

I am very excited about…
… being able to actively participate in generating a measurable and beneficial social and 
environmental impact while ensuring the longevity of the task at hand. I am also very excited to 
be in the field and take a hands-on approach in promoting and advancing the agenda of LGT VP. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/maria-immaculata-liechtenstein/
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Nationality:
South African

Number of years of work experience :
5 years

Contact:
▪ Email: nhlanhla.ngulube@gmail.com

I found out about the program through…
An online advertisement about the fellowship

My Fellowship role:
Research & Impact Specialist

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator, South Africa

Organization’s mission: 

Harambee’s mission is to be a catalyst for inclusive hiring and to build solutions that can work at
scale to solve the problem of Youth unemployment in South Africa and Rwanda. This objective is
achieved through smart and impactful partnerships with government, the private sector, as well
as social enterprises with a similar mission. In addition to work with partners, Harambee have
also built an internal culture for systems change, founded on inclusion, diversity in all forms, and
a way of working led by a well-defined set of values.

Nhlanhla Junior 
Ngulube

My background:
Investment consultant at a local Investment Fund Management Company.
Africa & Emerging Markets Research Consultant at Deloitte
Research Fellow for a Japan-based youth NGO (remote work due to COVID-19)

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
I would like to develop professionally by stepping outside of my comfort zone, while doing 
impactful work that matters at the same time. In South Africa we have a unique concept known 
as ‘Ubuntu’, or a ‘sense of community / togetherness’. I joined the fellowship to live by this 
principle more directly in my professional career. 

In my Fellowship role I will…
▪ Work with the Impact Unit in driving Harambee’s impact and systems change agenda by

asking the right questions to ensure accountability to mission, vision, and five-year strategic
plan.

▪ Manage and execute research projects, understand key levers of systems change, and
propose advocacy strategies.

▪ Support strategic initiatives within the organization with a research and analysis skillset as
required.

▪ Participate in shaping and driving a knowledge, research, and learning agenda for Harambee.
▪ Undertake research and evaluation of Harambee’s impact.
▪ Consolidate and package Harambee’s insights to succinctly tell the Harambee story and

advocate for systems change.

I am very excited about…
- Stepping outside of my comfort zone
- Contributing to an organization that makes a lasting impact that matters

8
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Nationality:
Indian

Number of years of work experience :
5+ years

Contact:
▪ Email: pratik90288@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Pratik More

I found out about the program through
LinkedIn

My Fellowship role:
▪ Data analysis and visualization.
▪ Finding anomalies in data, creating flows and

referrals in the application.
▪ Data driven policy making, support, documentation.
▪ Doner report writing..
▪ Designing surveys, primary and secondary research,

M & E.

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Educate Girls, India

Organization’s mission:  To  support enrollment, retention and learning of drop out school 
girls/children in rural India. 

Pratik More

My background:
I’m a mechanical engineer and after that I worked with my father in his construction business. I
completed my masters in Public health in Health Policy, Economics and Finance from TISS,
Mumbai. I got opportunity to work in a digital health company where our main focus was on the
data collection and data visualization. I have also worked on interesting projects using block-
chain, real time monitoring, etc.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because
I liked the role offer by the LGT through EG as a data analyst. While working as a business analyst 
I feel necessity of upgrading my skillset in data science it will help me to decode the some of the 
impotent social science facts/ data. I like the idea of LGT to work globally and I would like to be 
part of there global network of like-minded people . 

In my Fellowship role I will…
I will contribute on statistical analysis and forecasting of the data. I will try to help my team to 
develop application flows which I used to do before. In my previous organization  I was the key 
member to solve field level operational, communication challenges, hopefully I will help EG in 
their field activates. 

I am very excited about…
Here in EG most of the tasks from data collection and data visualization are done using  
electronic format. Some of the problems which we faced on the field in my previous 
organization in real time monitoring EG had worked on those issues, I’m excited to know that 
how they found the solution. I also wish to include some of the health indicators which are very 
essential for the maternal and child health, I will try  to include them in accordance with 
organisations goals. 

9
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/pratik-more-601562105/
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Nationality:
British

Number of years of work experience :
16 years

Contact:
▪ Email: roshni.mahesh@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Roshni Mahesh

I found out about the program through…
LinkedIn

My Fellowship role:
Associate Director – Partner Management

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: The/Nudge Foundation, India

Organization’s mission: Alleviate poverty sustainably and scalably. The/Nudge aims to achieve 
this through three broad areas of impact: 
1. The Centre for Rural Development, which concentrates on tackling extreme poverty in rural 

areas, enabling sustainable livelihoods, food security and access to welfare schemes.
2. The Centre for Social Innovation, which incubates or accelerates non-profit start ups to draw 

talent, capital and resources into the development sector via public-private partnerships.
3. The Centre for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, which is focused on developing 

employability of youth in service sector jobs. 

Roshni Mahesh

My background:
I consider myself a citizen of the world, having lived in 9 countries across Africa, Asia, Europe
and the Caribbean.
Immediately prior to the fellowship, I was a Principal at Mercer across their Singapore and
London offices, supporting clients to deliver holistic health and well-being programs to their
employees. I recently completed a secondment to the World Economic Forum which was
focused on Closing the Economic Gender Gap.
I am a qualified UK actuary and hold an MBA from INSEAD.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
… it will give me the chance to get my hands dirty in the field and get a deeper understanding of
the challenges that persist. I believe that the makings of meaningful and sustainable solutions
come from listening to the voice on the ground.

In my Fellowship role I will…
… be managing the relationships with corporate, philanthropic foundations and individual 
donors who support the work of The/Nudge. 

I am very excited about…
…the opportunity to contribute to a cause that is close to my heart. I have been exposed to 
varying levels of development that has made me intensely conscious of the disparity in the 
resources and opportunities available to people. I look forward to playing a role in addressing 
the pertinent socio-economic issues of our time. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/roshni-mahesh/
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Nationality:
Kenyan

Number of years of work experience :
5 years

Contact:
▪ Email: nsamwella@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Samwella Lerno

I found out about the program through…
A friend’s referral

My Fellowship role:
Project Manager

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: Kenya Wildlife Conservancies Association (KWCA), Kenya

Organization’s mission: Placing communities at the center of wildlife conservation efforts.  To 
work with landowners and communities to sustainably conserve and manage wildlife and their 
habitat outside formal protected areas for the benefit of the people of Kenya.

Samwella Lerno 

My background:
I have 5 years experience in project management and advocacy in the development sector. My
experience spans across planning, design, resource mobilization and implementation of projects.
I have advocated for increased capacity of youth advocates to influence youth policy and
resource priorities in the areas of Gender equality, Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights
(SRHR), Education and Climate Change.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
LGT Impact Fellowship is an opportunity to build my skills on social impact sector. I’m eager to
use my knowledge and skills to support community centered development, scalable and
sustainable projects. I’m also looking forward to connecting with the global network of peer
fellows.

In my Fellowship role I will…
Lead in youth engagement, working towards increased inclusion of youth voices in community-
based conservation in Kenya. I’m currently developing KWCA’s youth engagement strategy. I 
also support KWCA in coordination of the Southern Landscapes project. 

I am very excited about…
…  Working in conservation. 
I grew up in a conservation area, over the years I have seen less and less wildlife around home 
and steady shrinking of wild spaces. This is due to unsustainable use of natural resources, 
negative livelihood coping strategies, encroachment into protected areas among other reasons. 
I’m very excited to use my projects management skills at KWCA, an organization that oversees 
the Conservancy model in Kenya which is a sustainable solution for long-term conservation 
because it integrates local communities livelihoods. 

11
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/samwella-lerno-b42a0a220/
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Nationality:
Indian

Number of years of work experience :
4 Years 7 Months

Contact:
▪ Email: sbhkaram314@gmail.com
▪ LinkedIn: Saurabh Karamchandani

I found out about the program through online
research about upcoming Fellowships in India and a
friend of mine who had applied for LGT Fellowship
program as well.

My Fellowship role:
As a part of the Operations team, I will be working as a
Program Manager for managing Partner Loyalty and
Engagement at Porter.in.

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: SmartShift Logistics Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Porter.in), India

Organization’s mission: 

Porter is the leading player in tech-enabled intra-city logistics in India. Porter aims to address
inefficiencies in the last mile logistics sector and transform the way goods are transported
around cities, enabling lakhs of businesses move anything on-demand.

Saurabh 
Karamchandani

My background: I come from a small town in India known as Jodhpur located in the beautiful
state of Rajasthan. Until recently, I worked as a Management consultant for over 3.5 years in
Economic Development Team under Government Advisory vertical of KPMG Advisory Services
Pvt. Ltd. India on projects/programs varying across sectors and policy making initiatives. I hold a
B.E.(Hons.) in Electronics & Instrumentation from BITS, Pilani (Pilani), an MBA in International
Management from MDI-Gurgaon and an MEB from ESCP Europe. I enjoy reading, writing,
playing chess, running and listening to music in my free time.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because in the last four years I have come to see the
importance of technology in delivering value across various platforms and value chains. Through
this fellowship I aim to enhance my experience with start-ups while gaining hand-on experience
in this growing sector. This experience would be vital for me to build leadership skills as well.
Furthermore, having spent 3.5 years as a Management Consultant in Government & Policy
Advisory, I was exposed to the field of Impact Investing. Exposure to LGT Venture Group’s own
capabilities in the Impact Investing field would further help me add value to my experience.

In my Fellowship role I will focus on driving impact across functions in my host organization and
delivering value through ownership. I am quite excited to build Leadership skills through pro-
active engagement with both the Leadership of LGT Group & Porter, my employing
organization. Moreover, I would be looking forward to get acquainted with other highly talented
fellows across the programs and build a rich network of impact driven professionals from
various industries coming from a diverse background.

I am very excited about beginning this amazing journey with Porter and LGT Group. I am looking
forward to interacting with the Leadership & Management of LGT Group during the course of
this Fellowship and network with fellows of 2021 and previous cohorts.

12
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/saurabh-k-79ab8454/
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Nationality:
Kenyan

Number of years of work experience :
10+ years

Contact:
▪ Email: tundu.kenyua@amphealth.org
▪ LinkedIn: Tundu Kenyua

I found out about the program through…
LinkedIn

My Fellowship role:
Communications Fellow

Fellow Profile

Fellowship organization: AMP Health, South Africa/USA

Organization’s mission: 

AMP Health works to improve health systems and outcomes by collaborating with governments
to strengthen leadership and management capabilities through public-private partnership. AMP
Health currently supports seven government health programs across four countries: Ghana,
Malawi, Sierra Leone, and Zambia, and is actively exploring opportunities to expand to
additional program areas, ministries, countries, and continents.

Tundu Kenyua

My background:
An accomplished professional in integrated multi-channel communications, creative writing,
digital and social media, public relations, media relations and brand optimization for the past 10
years with experience in large corporates in the UAE and Sub-Saharan Africa. Specialised
expertise in corporate communications, planning, media relations, public relations, digital
communications, content creation, search engine optimization, research and data collection,
client relationship management, photography and videography. Additional experience in market
survey and research.

I joined the LGT Impact Fellowship because…
I was seeking for more. I have always had a keen interest in catalyzing and creating Impact. After 
a lot f soul searching, I opted to pursue something that was more fulfilling and could create long 
lasting impacts in society. Something that gave me purpose and a reason to look forward to 
working every morning.

In my Fellowship role I will…
Support AMP Health to enhance its visibility, amplify partner voices, and communicate more 
effectively about its work. This will include establishing a multi-channel communications 
strategy, developing and managing communications material, develop a brand voice and 
maintain its integrity, stakeholder engagement and document successes of AMP Health’s work 
in Africa

I am very excited about…
Being part of a team that supports governments to build visionary and effective teams, and is to 
the vision of a world where governments and societies prioritize, promote, and protect people’s 
health and well-being
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/tundu-kenyua-b57a6972/
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About LGT Venture Philanthropy and Lightrock

LGT Impact Fellowship
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LGT Group

Our owners, the Princely Family of Liechtenstein, take a long-
term view and place value on values…

“LGT’s family ownership and governance allow 
for efficient decision-making in the context of a 
long-term strategy.”

H.S.H. Prince Philipp von und zu Liechtenstein 
Chairman LGT since 1990

“We are here to create value for our clients and 
our other stakeholders.”

H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein 
CEO LGT since 2006

H.S.H. Prince Philipp von und zu Liechtenstein (left)
H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein (right)
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History

Since 2007, we have been pioneers in developing the global 
venture philanthropy and impact investment ecosystem

Local presence and 

networks in 4 

regions – LatAm, 

Africa, India, China 

& SEA

2008

Launch of 

Fellowship 

Program

providing know-

how to our 

portfolio 

companies

2009

GIIN – Member 

of the Investors 

Council

2009

Venture Philanthropy

2017

First time supporting 

public-private 

partnership: Liberian 

Education 

Advancement 

Program (LEAP)

Founded by 

Prince Max von 

und zu 

Liechtenstein, 

CEO LGT

2007
2015

M-KOPA - Launch 

of working 

capital funding 

notes 

2011
Launch of an 

Accelerator 

Program that 

contributes to the 

development of 

social investments 

in SEA

2018
First Early 
Childhood 
Development 
Social Impact 
Bond: South Africa 

Lightstone

Launch of separate brand to manage profitable

impact investing activities and develop 

offerings for institutional clients

2016

2013

Launch of 1st social 

impact fund in the 

UK managed by LGT 

VP 

Build-up of team and 
development of strong anchor 
portfolio with investments 
across Africa, LatAm, India, and 
the UK

Venture Philanthropy 2.0
2019

▪ Focus on Africa and 
India

▪ Three themes –
education, health, 
environment

▪ Non-programmatic 
strategic grant 
funding 

▪ New fellowship 
module (data)

Rebrand as Lightrock 2021
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Impact Investing & Venture Philanthropy

Lightrock and LGT Venture Philanthropy support innovative, 
scalable solutions that create high impact since 2007

Lightrock (Impact Investing) LGT Venture Philanthropy

…translate into two complementary approaches…

…both contributing to the SDGs

• Improve the quality of life of 
disadvantaged people

• Contribute to healthy ecosystems

• Build resilient, inclusive and 
prosperous communities

Mission
“All human beings should be able 
to live under dignified conditions 
and be given a fair chance for 
personal development in their 
lives.”

Vision

Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein, CEO LGT
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Global portfolio of LGT VP

Latin 
America

Africa

India

China

Southeast 
Asia

Core portfolio of LGT VP in Africa and India with legacy deals in 
LatAm, SEA, and China

Europe

* Exited engagements represented in grey

USD 95 million deployed since 

inception in 2007, supporting 64 
organizations and companies 

USD 42.6 million deployed into 21 
active portfolio organizations and 
companies

~8.3 million people reached in 2020 
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Lightrock portfolio companies across different themes and in 
three regions (examples)

Lightrock

Europe India LatAm

PLANET
Building resource 

efficiency, sustainably

PRODUCTIVITY/
TECH FOR GOOD

Reimagining business 
productivity, responsibly

PEOPLE
Unlocking Human  

Potential, equitably

1. Healthcare

2. Education

3. Financial Inclusion

4. Resource Efficiency

5. Sustainable Food &  
Agriculture

6. Smart Mobility &
Transportation

7. Transforming Finance

8. Digital Business 
Infrastructure

Impact themes Subthemes

© Lightrock 2021 22
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About the LGT Impact Fellowship

LGT Impact Fellowship
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The Fellowship is part of LGT VP/LR’ strategic investment support and 
connects organizations with mid-level business professionals

LGT Impact Fellowship

Graduating 2020 cohort

LGT Impact Fellowship (FS) - Overview Key facts

172 Fellows
since inception in 2019

90% 
completion rate

30% 
stay on with host

7 yrs. 
Avg. work experience

▪ Need: Organizations’ constant demand for great talent to 
grow the organization and its capacities

▪ Solution: Fellowship talent platform to connect VP/LR 
portfolio companies with professionals to provide additional 
capacity

▪ Design principles:
‒ One-year program on the ground
‒ Organizations get access to pre-vetted pool of candidates
‒ Fellows gain unique in-the-field experience supporting them 

to take on leadership roles in the sector once graduated

51% 
Female Fellows

35% 
Global South talent

AlumniExemplary contributions from Fellows

▪ Fundraising @ Naboisho: Raised USD 3.5m for Maasai Mara
▪ Bus. Dev. @ Varthana: Established a school consulting division 

resulting in add. USD 30k revenue over 2 years
▪ Strategy @ Educate Girls: Expansion framework to select new 

districts to grow from 12k (2016) to 34k schools (2023)
▪ Digital Marketing @ Sabka Dentist: 509% increase in new 

patient leads originated from digital media

Outlook

▪ Onboard 2021 cohort
▪ Build an alumni network 
▪ Enhance current offering, e.g. training webinars
▪ Pilot new Fellowship modules, e.g. Data Analytics Fellowship 

Kathryn (USA)
8 years experience
m2m, Mozambique

Joshua (Kenya)
8 years experience
MMWCA, Kenya

Geeta (India)
6 years experience
Educate Girls, India

Laura (Italy)
13 years experience
Harambee, S. Africa

Sutapa (India)
7 years experience
Educate Girls, India
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LGT Impact Fellowship

Contact

Miriam Rütti
Fellowship Manager
Office: Zurich
E-Mail: Fellowship@lgtvp.com
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Disclaimer

This publication is produced by LGT Venture Philanthropy Foundation (hereafter "LGT VP").

The contents of this publication have been prepared by our staff and are based on sources of information we consider 
to be reliable. However, we cannot provide any undertaking or guarantee as to it being correct, complete and up to 
date. The circumstances and principles to which the information contained in this publication relates may change at 
any time. Once published, therefore, the information shall not be under-stood as implying that no change has taken 
place since publication or that it is still up to date. The information in this publication does not constitute an aid for 
decision-making in relation to financial, legal, tax or other consulting matters, or should decisions be made on the basis 
of this information alone. It is recommended that advice be obtained from a qualified expert. We disclaim without 
qualification all liability for any loss or damage of any kind, whether direct, indirect or consequential, which may be 
incurred through the use of this publication.

Venture philanthropy is an approach to philanthropic giving that uses concepts and techniques from the venture capital 
industry to build strong social organizations by providing them with both financial and non-financial support in order to 
increase their societal impact. It often also means to engage in emerging markets, i.e. in jurisdictions which may not be 
politically, financially or organizationally stable. Therefore, the in-fluence on an engagement can be substantially 
restricted and not guaranteed. 

LGT Venture Philanthropy – disclaimer
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